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Industrial Education Circ. No. 11.

November, 192?.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF EDUCATION
WASHINGTON , D. C.

PREPARATION OF TEACHERS OF MANUAL
ARTS AND INDUSTRIAL SUBJECTS.
Repo1·t of a ... Co'!'-terenre ot m en (1·01n instil.ttlions in the }.fiss·issitJPi Valley
engaged in trai11ing teachers of the nwnual arts ancl industrial education,"
called by the Commissioner of . Edttcation in r esponse to a formal t·equest
made by the instit·utions concerned, and helcl in cooperat·ion w-ith the Unit•ersity of Michigan, at 1h111 Arbo1·, :liich., Dcccnl-ber 8- 10, 1921.

A ssistant to the

Conw~is sicm1w,

BIII'Cau of E ducation.

The members of the conference included representatives from 17
institutions in 6 States, as follows: Illinois, 6; Indiana, 1; Michigan,
9; Ohio, 6; Tennessee, 1; Wisconsin, 1; District of Columbia, 1;
total, 25.
Representatives of the State departments of pnblic instruction
of Michigan and Wisconsin and of the Federal Board for Vocational
Education were present also. ·In addition,·a number of visitors were
present by invitation.
PROGRAl\1.
Cha:innan: \VILLlAM T.

B.~WOBN,

Bureau of Education.

I. Influence of the vocntional ll)Otive in the choice of c urricul a by high-school
students.. H. W. Schmidt, State supenisor of hi gh schools nnd supervisor of
manual at'ts, State dE'l)at·tment of public in struction, i\:Iaclison, \Vis.
Discussion, E.· T. Fiibey, School of Education, University of Chicago, Chi·
cago, Ill.
II. T ea cher-training prol>lems of the genet·nl industrial school. C. F. Kline·
felter, Federnl agent for industrial education, Federal Boanl for Vocational
Euucation, Washington, D . C.
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Discussion, A. F . Siepcrt, Bnu lley Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill.
III. Suggestions fo1· the resident school from con-espondence instruction objectives and methods. J ames :i\lcKinney, Ai11erican Correspondence School,
Chicago, lll.
· Discussion, E. L. Usrr, Ohio Stnte University, Columbus, Ohio; C. S. Van
Deusen, State Normnl College, Kent, Ohio.
IV. 'l 'lle creative impulse in industry; some implications for t eachers of
mnnual traiuiug. l•'rell C. \\'hitcomb, i\fiami University, Oxford, Ohio.
Discussion, A. n. :i\Iays, University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.
V. Helutions hetween the dE-pnrtments of economics and sociology an<l vocational ellucntion in the university. Ira S. Griffith, University of Wisconsin,
J\lallison, Wis.
VI. Demands on the teacher of manual arts in the junior high school.
ClmrlP.s A. Bennett, e<litor the Manual 'l'raining Magazine, Peo1·ia, Ill.; Willimn E. Hobet·ts, supervisor of manual tmining, public schools, Cleveland, Ohio.
VII. Progress in the development of pla ns fo r training teachers. George
E. Myet·s, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.

A thoughtful summary of the first day's discussion was presented
by A. B. Mays, University of Illinois; of the second day's discussion
by T. T. Lindsey, Peabody College for Teachers; nnd of the deliberations of the conference by Charles A. Bennett, P eoria, Ill.
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION.

Each leader of discussion was requested to formulate a· brief outline of his remarks, mimeographed for presentation to the conference. The r eport of the conference given in the following pages is
based on these outlines and on notes of the discussion.
I. INFLUENCE OF THE VOCATIONAL MOTIVE IN THE CHOICE OF ·
CURRICULA BY HIGH-SCHOOL STUDENTS.

Mr. Schmidt presented the results of a tnbulation of the occupational choices of 15,263 pupils in iS4 high schools in Wisconl:iin. The
percentage distribution, compared with United States cem;us figures,
was summarized as follows:
OcC'IttJationaZ choices ot YFis consin hiyh-sl·hool Pllt>ils.
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CORRELATIONS •

. 1'he following points were noted :
In 17 schools having strong commercial courses, 25.1 per cent of
students report choice of " business " careers. (Per cent for all
schools, 22.4.)
In 19 schools having strong courses in home economics, 4.7 per cent
of girls choose "women's work.:' (Per cent for all schools, 5.J.)
In 16 schools having strong manual arts courses, 4.4 per cent of
boys choose "mechanical trades" (all schools, 4.3); 8.1 per cent of
boys choose " engineering " (all schools, 6.9) .
·
·
· In 12 .schools having strong courses in agriculture, 7.1 per cent of
boys choose " farming " (all schools, 6.3) .
In 12 rural communities, 6.5 per cent of pupils choose "farming "
(all schools 6.3) ; 21.4 per cent choose "business" ( a.ll schools 22.4) ;
18.9 per cent are "undecided" (all schools, 16.8).
In 12 urban communities, 3.2 per cent of pupils choose "farming"
(all schools, 6.3); 31.6 per cent choose" business" (all schools, 22.4);
13.2 per cent are " undecicled :' (all schools, 16.8) .
In 12 schools having strong vocational courses, 15.9 per cent of
girls are "undecided" (all schools, 20.4); 23.5 per cent of boys ~re
"undecided" (all schools: 14.1); 19 per cent of all pupils are " undecided " (all schools, 16.8).
CONCLUSIONS.

(1) There is abundant evidence of the need in the public schools
of very definite attention to this problem of assisting boys and girls
in the making of a choice of life work at the proper time. One way
to go about it is to organize strong courses in the study about occupations.
.
(2) There are some questi9ns about which we do not yet know
enough to be dogmatic. Are we agreed that " significant choices are
not made, generally speaking, nntil after. the ages at which boys
and girls are in high school ~" To what extent is it desirable to
have choices made which are later abandoned or modified ~ To what
extent are choices due to the personality of some teacher or to the
fact that a particular department of the school is well equipped and
well managed~
(3) According to the census figures, 26.3 of the people are engaged
in agricult\ual pursuits ·whereas in these Wisconsin high schools
only 6.3 per cent of the pupils appear to be looking in this direction.
Again, in the United States 5.2 per cent of the population are engaged in professional pursuits, while of these high-school students
in Wisconsin 35.9 per cent report these as their choice. These
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choices, therefore, do not appear to be based on an understanding of
available demands and opportunities.
( 4) According to the figures given, the special courses in high
school do not function definitely in guiding students in the related
occupations for their future life work.
(5) These figures give evidence of the need of further study. We
need a better understanding as to the real function of special courses
in the high school.
The discussion indicated keen interest in the facts brought out,
which do not appear to correspond with ·certain assumptions we have
been ma.king. vVe need to proceed now to study certain of these
questions more in detail.
It would be helpful if some agency could set up a number of controlled experiments by means of which groups of children might be
observed under varying conditions.
In the past, workers in the agricultural and mechanical groups
have been recruited largely from those who have less than highschool education, ·or, at any rate, less than high-school graduation.
So long as this condition obtains we must expect large proportions of
high-school students, and especially high-school graduates, to be
looking toward the professions. There is every indication that many
choices are based on inadequate information.
TIELlAllLE DATA NEEDED.

In organizing a "life-career" class the principal of a junior or
senior high school will doubtless experience great difficulty in finding
course of study material of suitable quality and sufficient in quantity, in selecting a teacher, and in devising methods of instruction,
which would justify giving high-school credit for the work done.
In discussing the many unintelligent choices made, it was pointed
out that too many individuals turn away from the doing of chores on
the farm or at home to do the most routine kind of chores in somebody's office or store or factory, living meanwhile in unattractive and
uncomfortable quarters in an attic or· hall room.
There is great need for further development of objective me~hods
of determining proficiency in the most common lines of wage-earning
endeavor: Typist, stenogrn.pher; comptometer operator, office secretary, salesman, and others. Such measmes would help materially ~n
occupational adjustment.
The schools send ont their graduates without much definite information as to individual qualifications foro~· definite objective meas~re
of competency in any line of effort except the school studies in which
marks are given.
Two needs in particular were pointed out:
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(1) · Specific and reliable -information concerning the requirements
of the various occupations or positions into which young people go
in the greatest numbers; and
(2) Some sort of measuring stick, by means of which to assist the
individual to know what and how much he can do.
Boys and girls generally acquire very little kno~ledge about our
economic and industrial structure; they have very inadequate understanding of our wage system; they have no appreciation of what
should be the relations between employer and employee. Some of
~his field should be covered in courses in history and economics,
rather than in specialized" life career" or" occupations" courses.
It seemed to be agreed that the-organization of a class for the study
of occupations is a necessary help, but should be regarded as a temporary device. The principal of a high school is most likely to solve
the problem permanently by a reorganization of the courses in his~ory and economics.
II. TEACHER-TRAINING PROBLEMS OF THE GENERAL INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL.

Mr. Klinefelter outlined the terms of the Smith-Hughes law, which
makes special provision for the general industrial school in communities of 25,000 population or less. The only interpretation of this
provision which has been issued by the Federal board is contained in
a statement prepared by Mr. Carris in the early stages of the development of the board's activities and published in Bulletin 17.
(1) In place of a unit course in carpentry, for ·example, the general industrial school may offer a course in the "building trades,"
which will include the elements of carpentry, plumbing, house wir. ing, etc. In those cases in which general industrial schools have
been established, however , the tendency is already observable to swing
over gradually into the plan of offering unit trade courses.
Figures were quoted from the annual reports of the Federal board
to show the general trend. Figures for 1918 show expenditures for
only two types of classes in trades and industries: Evening classes,
$46,000; ail-day un~t tradE} classes, $18,000.
·
· In 1919 the total amount reported for all classes in trades and
industries was $148,000, of which $18,600 was for ali-day classes.
The corresponding figures for 1920 are $192,000 and $21,000. While
the total amount spent for ali-day classes has increased during the
three years from $18,000 to $21,000, the proportion of the total devoted to all-day classes has materially decreased; that is, from 29.7
p er cent to 10.9 per cent.
(2) The present policy of the board is not to emphasize the importance of the all-clay school program, on t he ground that the
greater immediate need is to solve the problem of the education of
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the workers. This must be done largely through evening and parttime classes. For this reason it is not to be expected that the Federal board or the State boards will for the next few years give a
great deal of attention to the problems of the aU-day school.
EVIDENCE OF THE NEED.

{3) The advertising pages of the technical and semiscientific
journals set forth the attractions of numerous schools offering trade
instruction of various types. Thousands of young people are spending large sums of money annually on these courses. Evidently a
real need exists for elementary courses of instruction of the types
contemplated in the general industrial school. ·
(4) Requirements for teachers of shopwork in the general industrial school include certain amounts and kinds of trade·experience,
attendance upon teacher-training courses, etc. Teachers of related
subjects must have had at least two years of training beyond high
school, certain amounts of trade contact,. etc.
(5) In a few States special courses of instruction have been developed to prepare the teachers of related subjects; for example,
the two-year course at the State Normal School, Oswego, N. Y.
Graduates from this course may receive a State license to teach
shopwork, drawing, and related subjects in a general industrial
school, or related subjects in a unit trade school, etc. The completion of the course requires a minimum of 20 weeks' experience
in approved industrial plants.
The general industrial school presents a difficult problem of administration, because of the requirement that the shopwork be on
a productive basis and consume two ·and one-half hours daily.
This requirement was set up primarily to rule out the usual manual
training shop"·ork.
A school in Minnesota was referred to in which the two shop
teachers purchased a piece of ground and the necessary materials
and erected a small house with the labor of the students. '\Vith the
proceeds ·of the sale of the completed house they bought again and
built a second house. The school now has all o£ the practical business of this kind it can handle.
PREPARATION OF THE TEACHER A DIFFICULT TASK.

(6) One fundamental weakness of the teacher-training course
which is difficult to avoid is the failure to give the prospective
teacher at least all of the subject matter and shopwork experience
which he may be expected to give to his students. This is a big
undertak ing for the teacher who is to deal with several lines of
shopwork.
·
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('7) Present tendencies include the effort to develop a plan
whereby the prospective student will acquire elsewhere, under supervision, those elements of preparation which the teacher-training institution can not itself give. This · refers especially to practical
experience in industry either before or during the period of training.
There is a tendency also .to eliminate the distinction bebveen the
shop teacher and the teacher of related subjects. There are those who
believe that the shop teacher, if adequately prepared, is the best
teacher of the related subjects.
. The Federal board is encouraging the States to experiment with
the general industrial school in a few centers and to study the results. The opinion was expressed that the general industrial school
will be most successful if set up apart from the regular high-school
program and independent of high-school entrance requirements. It
should endeavor to cater to boys and girls who will not otherwise go
beyond the elementary grades.
Mr. Siepert pointed out that the teacher-training problem is fundamentally one of finding a man for teacher who can successfully
handle all the necessary lines of work. . In the building trades, for
example, it is necessary that he know something of carpentry, c-ement
work, masonry, plumbing, electrical work, plastering, painting, and
·
glazing.
There can ·be no question of the importance of our doing something for boys and girls in communities of 25,000 popula.t ion and
less. ·
It is not reasonable to expect to find good teaching material in the
trades. If a man is successful as a mechanic, it is usually because he
has specialized in some line, and hence has not had the breadth of experience which this job calls for. In one case several industrial plants
were combed over with the greatest care to select 15 or 16 candidates
f or a teacher-training class. After a course of instruction lasting
through the entire winter, the director finds one man who may in
time. rriake a fair teacher.
NEW POINT OF VIEW NEEDED.

The teacher-training institutions must recognize that( 1) Two years are too short a time to prepare a teacher for this
work.
(2) In our educational institutions certain traditions as to scholarship, culture, and academic requirements stand in the way of our giving enough of this t echnical work to accomplish the r esult needed.
F urthermore, candidates for tlwse courses frequently come from the
smaller high schools,· rather than from the large city high schools,
which contain a consicl('rable variety of shops. Too much of the
work, therefore, is entirely new ground for the student. In dealing
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with such students the teacher-training institution is in danger of
spreading the work out so thin as to fail completely in thoroughness.
The man who is qualified to teach several line~? of shopwork in a
good junior high school has much in common with the type of
teacher needed in the general industrial s9hool.
Mr. Griffith referred to the Stout Institute plan, which provides
scholarships of $600 per year to subsidize a limited number of men
in training. This is a most important experiment. It is useless
for other institutions in Wisconsin to try to compete with such a
plan.
.
Mr. Bennett referred to the general industrial school as the chief
hope of the small commtmity for Federal aid in industrial education. The success of the plan will deperid on the treatment which
the small community receives. The unit trade class is not the best
way to provide the small community with the kinds of skilled
workers which it needs.
Mr. Griffith asks: I£ a man earns his living at carpentry, painting, and glazing, are these not a "unit trade " for him~ And, if
a man earns a. living as a lathe hand, is that a trade~ Is it not evi- ·
dent that some of these matters are relative~
·
The discussion seemed to indicate: (a) That more elementary industrial schools are needed, so that the Smith-Hughes Act may become more popular by meeting the needs of a larger number of people
in the int;Iustrial field; (b) tliat a trade in a small community is not
the same as in· a large industrial city; it is not so highly specialized.
The small community needs general woodworkers and general metalworkers more than highly specialized tradesmen; and (c) that the
greatest difficulty in the progress of this type of school is in the fact
that students in such. a school are not allowed at the same time to
take any of the regularly organized courses in the high school.
III. SUGGESTIONS FOR THE RESIDENT SCHOOL FROM CORRESPONDENCE-INSTRUCTION OBJECTIVES AND METHODS.

Mr. McKinney claimed one advantage for the objectives of the
correspondence school-they are at least definite and clear cut.
( 1) Correspondence school objectives in terms of job preparation
and promotion.
(a) The dollar value of training; the student viewpoint; the institution viewpoint.
(b) The three-phase idea o£ vocational education.
(i) Guidance, including: Personal analysis in terms of
educational and vocational experience; tests in terms of
trade and general intelligence; occupational information
in terms of job selection and promotions.
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(b) The three-phase idea of vocational education-Continued.
Many workers need to be shown, for example, that the
time comes in the occupation when the individual can no
longer get " on the job" what he needs for promotion. He
needs more education of some kind. He needs the assistance of a teacher or guide to the special knowledge or
skill necessary for his next step upward.
( ii) Training in terms of standards set by experts in the
field.
(iii) Placement in terms of recognized standttrds and tests.
(c) The teacher problem.
·
·
(i) The essentials of the teacher: Practical experience, supplemented by high-grade technical knowledge; a socialservice point o:f view.
(ii) Types of teachers: Technical experts; general ·educa-,
tional.
·
(iii) The teacher problem in correspondence school work:
Answering inquiries ·and giving helps on how to study;
the human relations problem; education as a journey in
which the student must do the traveling.
One principle established for the guidance of instructors
in corres_flondence schools may be suggestive to other
teachers: " Never write a letter to a student which the
school would not be willing to have appear in the newspaper the next morning."
(d ) Methods : The teacher and the textbook in the form of the
printed page. This method has certain positive advantages:
(i) · Each student .actually receives all the detailed instruction.
(ii) The student can consider himself as in a class by himself.
(iii) His progress is not affected by some other student,
more or less gifted.
(iv) He is asked to face the complete lesson, and to make·
a complete recitation.
(v) Independent of the subject matter there is a continued
. and progressive training in the expression of his ideas
through writing, and- by this method the teacher can test
accurately his knowledge of the subject.
(vi) The doors of the school are never closed ; there is no
special registration day; the student can start at a:ny time.
(vii) The only entrance requirements are that the student
. shall know how to read and write and shall have the price
of the first lesson.
16458°-22-2
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The obvious disadvantages of the correspondence school methods
are: The lack of theory and practice going on together under the
teacher's supervision; the personal contact of a good teacher.
(2) Suggestions from the correspondence school to the teacher.
(a) Functions of the teacher.
(i) The main emphasis should be on guidance rather than
on direct showing and telling.
(ii) Technical knowledge and manipulative skill are not
the only requirements.
(iii) The teacher as the representative of industry in the
school. A good school has on its faculty a representative
of history, who knows history; of language, who knows
language, etc. The vocational _teacher should know industry.
(b) The use of the printed page as a supplement to demonstration.
(i) Opportunity for carrying out projects through printed
directions. Some years ago I tried the plan of having
students occasionally carry out projects, rel3ring exclusively on written instructions. I was impressed by
two things : First, I was surprised to discover how far indiv~duals can go on their own initiative and resources;
second, I was amazed to find how difficult it sometimes is
to describe operations and processes and to give written
instructions that are clear, concise, specific, and adequate.
(ii) Use of correspondence method in classroom work.
(iii) Projects in terms of reports and supplementary studies
carried out by students as an activity outside of regular
classroom work and free from the general supervision of
the teacher.
( i v) The amount of work that students can do on their
own initiative.
(3) Suggestions from the correspondence school fo1· the teachertraining class.
(a) · Emphasis of the teacher's function: Self-activity on the part
of the student the test of good teaching; the value of personality
as shown in the human relations problem rather than subject matter.
(b) Supplement classroom work by the use of correspondence
methods. The prospective shop· teacher for the- general industrial
school might get the greater pa.r t of his trade skln in industrial
plants and a part, at least, of his teacher preparation by correspondence methods.
( o) Auxiliary studies, such as sociology, industrial history, economics, vocational guidance, can be carried on by correspondence
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methods, thus, perhaps, lessening the amount of resident school work
·
required.
(d) Working out projects from written · instructions.
(e) Practice in working out detailed studies to be carried out by
_correspondence methods.
( 4) Suggestions for _textbook writers.
The textbook should be written from the point of view of the
lea-rner, and not from the point of view of" telling the world" what
the author knows about the subject. The outline, method of treatment, and subject matter should be checked up by masters of the
field in question.
IV. THE CREATIVE IMPULSE IN INDUSTRY: SOME-IMPUCATIONS
FOR TEACHERS OF MANUAL TRAINING.

Mr. Whitcomb pr~sented a review of "The creative impulse in
industry," by Helen Marot.
In commentilig upon the book Doctor Snedden says: "Miss Marot has
suggested one or more large problems of modern economic life which
_possess not only general importance but have also an intimate bearing upon all questions of future vocational education." Personally,
I believe that the problem.s which she suggests have even a greater
bearing upon questions of general education, especially as they relate
to the element of industrial arts as a part of general education.
Miss Marot's philosophy is strong in "feeling and idealistic aspirations." But seldom is reference made to such elemental facts as
limitations in the earth's productive "powers, effects of increase of
population, rising standards of wants, and the social rieed of conservation-of material resources, human strength, working tools~
order, and know ledge.
While it may be necessary to consider these material things, the
laborer is a human personality, and he has his feelings and ideals.
The man who struck the car wheels for years without knowing why
evidently was too dull to profit much by the knowledge which, accompanying the ac't, would have given it meaning, but even he might
have been made happier in his work with this knowledge.
POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTION OF THE WORKER NOT FULLY REALIZED.

The philosophy used by Miss Marot probably may be made clear
by the following excerpts from her book :
Americ.an business men before the war appreciated the educational system
which made people over into workers without will or purpose of their own.
But the situatiop was· embarras~dng, as these business men were not in n position to insist that the schools, supported by the people, should prepare the
children to serve industry for the stll;:e of the State, while industt·y wns pur·
sueci solely for private· interest.
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Business is concerned wholly with lltility, and not like workmanship, with
stnndar<ls of prolluction, except as those standards contain an increment (}f
value in profits to the owners of wealth. It was during the guild period that
business came to value workmanship because it contained that increment.
The logical development of factory organization has been the complete coordination of all factors which a re auxili ary to mechanical power and devices.
'l.'he mos t important auxiliary factor is human labor. A worker is a perfected
factory attachment as he surrenders himself to the tune and the rhythm of
the machine and its functionings. If it lacks eyes, he sees for it; he walks
for it, if it is without legs, etc. All of these things are done by the factory
worker at the pace set by the machine and unuer its direction and command.
A worket's indulgence in his persomrl de;,ir~s or impulses hinclers the machine
and Jowers his attachment value.
The economic· organization of modem society, though built on the common
}teople's productive energy, has discounted their "creative potentiality.''
Modern industrial institutions are developed by an exclusive cultivation of
the people's needs, an<.l the desire to possess is respons ible for the production of
a mass of goods unprecedented and inconceivable a century and a half ago.
'l.'he actual production of all of these goods is unrelated to the motive of men's
participation in their production ; the actual production in· relation to the
motive is an incident.
It is almost axiomatic to say that a system of "wealth production which
eultivated creative el!ort would yield more in general terms of Hfe, as weU
as in terms of goods, than a system like our own which exploits creative
power. It is obvious that the disintegrating tendency in our system is clUe
to the fact that production is tlependent for its motive force on the desire to
possess.
It is incredible to factory mnnagers that workers object to being taught
'' right " ways or doing things. Their objection is not to being taught, but to
being told that some ·wny is right without the chance to know why. 'l.'he worke1•
wants a responsible part in which production does not mean merely doing well
a detached and technical job ; it means facing the l"isks and s haring in the
experimental experience of productive· enterprise as it .serves the promotion of
creative life and· the needs of an expanding civilization.
The cr eative s ignificance of a product in use, as well as an appreciation of
the act of creating, would b€ evident if modern J:)roduction of wealth, under
the influence of busluess enterprise and machine· technology, hall not f~~irly
well e:s:tinguisbed the appreciation anti the joy of c1·eative experience in
countries where people have fallen under its influence so completely as in (}Ill"
own.
It is the present duty of American educators to realtze these two points,
namely, that indust1·y is the great field for adventure and growth; nm:I that, as
it is used now, the opportunities for growth are inhibited in the only field
where productive experience can be a common one. Shortly it wtll be the
mission of educators· to show that, by opening up the field for creative purp<Hie,
fervor for industrial enterprise and good workmanship may be r ealized; that
only as the conteut of industry iu its adminis trative as well as in the technique
of its pro(-esses is opened up for e:s:perilllent aud first.Jumd experience will a
uniYersal impulse for work b€ awnke-netl
U'l'ILIZINO THE POWER TO ORIGINATE.

Miss Marot thus states the case for modern in-dustry. As labor
and capital have failed to make industry an expansive experience,
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· it becomes, as Prof. Dewey has pointed out, the business of education to do so.
Educators who are anxious for the developmental welfare of those
who are actively engaged in ·production will find that they will be
able to get the cooperation of such engineers as Mr. Robert Wolf,
who recently expressed himself as believing that " scientific managers · 'ha~ve not been scientific enough in dealing with this very importa'llt snbject of stimulating the thinking and reasoning power
of the workman, thereby making him self-reliant and creative."
In describing the field in which practical engineers should work he
emphasized the importance of their giving large place to the originating, choosing, and adapting power in man and the direction . of
this power into constructive channels.
We ·have recently in this country inaugurated an extensive program ofindustrial education below college grade for workers. There
is considerable danger that much of this industrial education may
deteriorate into mere industrial training..
Educators know that there is adventure in industry, but too often they
believe tbat the adventure is only possible for the few. They believe this so
firmly that they surrender this g1·eat field of experience, with its priceless
educational content, without reserving the right of such experience even for
youth. , They know that industrial problems carry those who participate in
their solution into pure, and applied science, into the market of raw materials
and finished products, into the search for unconquered wealth.

It is j;0 , be hoped that as our vocational plans develop they will
more and more give young people experiences which are not tagged
on to industry under the influence of profits but which are inspired
by the desire to produce and the opportunity to develop inspirations.
The present tendency of our vocational scheme to teach industry
through actual production rather than through exerci_ses is a step
in the i·ight direction and to be commended, provided it carries the
job tbrv.ugh from the inception of the ':idea as far as possible, provides for planning as well as execution and repeated criticism as the
job progresses. It was the late Theodore Roosevelt who said at the
laying of the corner stone of a building at the Michigan Agricultural
College that men who have ideas, men who can design, are · most
needed in this country. To develop men of ideas the creative impulse must be fostered and given opportunity for expression in the
young.
RELATIVE VALUES FOR EDUCATION.

The technical processes of industry are of educational value because they furnish the necessary experience for the evaluation and
appreciation of workmanship. But the acquisition of technical processes does not inspire creative interests and desires. The significance
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of this statement in modern industrial life is well expressed by Miss

Marot, as follows :
Because educational content in modern factory work is not accessible to the
mass of . workers, we have fostered the illusion that the educational -subject
matter of industry was Inherent iu the technical process of fabrication. As
we have fostered this illusion we have missed the educational principle applicable to the craft period, as well as to the present, that the condition of educational requirement is that workers' participation in productive entei-prise
coincides in the long run with creative intention and accomplishment.
BASIS OF SELECTION FOR SCHOOL PURPOSES.

After developing the principles which Miss Marot incorporates in
her philosophy of industry, she goes on to make some suggestions for
carrying out a concerted experiment in developing the creative im·
'"''
pulse in adolescent children.
. t

•

For the educational purposes of the experiment the selection of the iiidustry
would not be wade on the ground that" the technical processes of on~ r~uired
greater intellectual activity than another; neither would the selection depend
upon whether or not the industry chosen offered young people better-chances
than another for entrance to a trade. The experiment would in no .s!illse be a
trade preparation, but an experience where the enterprise of producUon was
opened up and the possibilities of creative life were realized in associat'ion with
others, so far ns the conditions and time allowed.
' ·
The industrial basis for selection of such experiment should hinge, first, on
whether or not the young people could function in the industry advantageously
to themselves, educationally speaking, and to the industry socially ..con.s idered;
that is, whether or not the productive processes were in line with capacity of
adolescent children and the product was of social value; second, whether the
product c·ould be introduced successfully in the mark~t and the enterprise become self-supporting.
'

Miss Marot suggests that the making of wooden toys ·o r paper.
boxes would prove a satisfactory enterprise, and that this might most
profitably be worked out through cooperation of the s6hool and
industry. The increasing difficulty of financing our industrial artS
work from year to year makes the suggesting of "self-supporting"
basis peculiarly timely. It seems .to me that the toy-making industry
is especially appropriate because of the opportunities for individual
initiative and planning, as well as for ·the larger, more cooperative
relations which are offered.
ADAPTATION TO THE SCHOOL SHOP.

As the experiment develops, the school would become, according
to Miss Marot, the workshop laboratory where problems · which
originate in the shop can be taken over for analysis and solution.
The required school subjects would include:
1. Teclmical problems of manufacture.
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2. Keeping financial accounts and estimating costs.
3. Upkeep of the working force, buildings, and equipment.
4. The economics of the enterprise.
5. Art and service (suggestions by pupils for ideas for models and
_ plans for working them out).
6. Literature anq history, especially adapted to industrial life.
WP.U~~ there may seem to be considerable of the idealistic in Miss
Marot's experiment, such an experiment would provide " an adventure for young. people in the serious affairs of adult li~e " of great
value, coming as it would at a tfme when the" spirit of amateur production " is largely controlling the aims and purposes of adolescent
life.
The j_t!nior high school is the: most talked of but least understood
of school organizations as they exist to-day. To place two or three
grad~s· _ ~ . a separate building tmder separate teachers, with a curriculu.w ~hich starts some high-school subjects a year or two earlier,
does no~:in -itself constitute a junior high school.
The-· wh0le atmosphere and spirit of the school must be different.
Man}" 'opportunities for self-expression, the encouragement of individuatify, 'the chance for group activities of many sorts must be
present and in large degree. The spirit of adventure is ·r ipe, and in
no phase of school work is the opportunity for outlet of this spirit so
favorable as in the field of industrial arts, if this subject presmted
in teaching units of industrial proj'ects.
Often teachers of industrial arts are worried because they fear that
they a\e _helping to make school work too free from discipline, confusing discipline with irksomeness and drudgery. Especially is this
true if·,tl~e industrial project which seems so interesting and full of
adventtp.:e to the pupil is made the unit of instruction.
·
. This: : £~ar should be event1tally dispelled, it seems to me, by this
senti~~;iit so adequately expressed by Horace B. English, writing in
the conidbutor's column of the September, 1921, Atlantic Monthly :

is

Much the. same r easoning applies to discipline in tl1e school, in doing what
you do not want to do; which iB thottght·so necessary. The only true and useful
disclpHne is that which is-- self-imposed.. And that sort of discipline is abunWintly prese11t in the progressive school. Does anyone thi-nk that the sometime
elaborate projects get miraculously done without tiresome detaiLs and hard work?
Can it be imagined that a school which deliberately seeks to keep its pupils un·
der real life conditions could or would eliminate the irksomeness of the steady
grind? Drudgery it does yi.rtnally eliminate, for drudgery is a state of mind,
due te· being compelled to labor without illumination and without understanding
and: withoUt joy. The pupil in the progressive school knows full well the" weari. ·nesscof routine"; has learned what. the pupi-l in the conventional school rarely
learns, that " the world's work must be done somehow " ! But he learns also
why it must be done, and how it may be made a thing of joy because of some
underlying purpose. The curse of our age is that so many are asking whether
the world's work is worth doing. The aim of education for ·life is to send. the
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child forth to do the work of the world, even the weary routine (no longer imintelligible drudgery, however) , with eager zest, because the adventure of life
is worth while.

In this paper I have tried to present a conception of modern industrial life which, it seems to me, demands careful consideration by
teachers of industrial arts, whether especially interested in this field
of education from t~1e standpoint of trade education or from the
standpoint of industrial art, as forming a · vital part of general
~u~tioo.
·
The need for building upon the natural creative impulses .of childhood and youth is evident; the need for fostering these tendencies is
also apparent. How best to do these things is our problem. More
group work of a social character, often a large group project ·for the
school, is a movement in the right direction. Real life projects,
things which the children want to do and which meet their real
needs, especially if planned by the children themselves, will foster
the creative. impulses. And if these projects are devel<;>ped in such
a way that they fit into the social life of the children, both in school
and out, the adventure into· industrial . life will have been realized.
At all events, the children must enter into their work in industrial arts with all of the zest which they manifest in t aking kodak
pictures or in building a wireless -outfit at home. It is remarkable
the enthusiasm and accomplishment manifested in such out-of-school
projects. \'Ve must get these things in our school work.
In the discussion considerable dissatisfaction was expressed with
the view that the worker is simply an "attachment" to the machine
which he operates. Why not take the opposite point of view and
consider the machine the attachment-an extension of the w.orker's
powers and capacities for getting things done.
Sever al r eferences were made to Mr. Pound's essay on " The Iron
Man," and it was agreed that, while many of his striking statements
are undoubtedly true, the conclusion is not valid that the workers do
not need industrial education.
·Mr. Siepert called attention to Doctor Bobbitt's book on the curriculum, in which the suggestion is offered as to the need of providing
education on the "work le,iel," and also on the "play level." The
shop-work teacher should not fail to provide his students with experiences on the play level.
Mr. Hayes called attention to the error of assuming that the automatic, monotonous jobs in the factories are essentially disagreeable
to the worker, and of assuming that all of the monotonous 'jobs are
found in the factories. As an example of repetitive jobs, he cited
that of the teacher who has five classes of high-school freshmen daily
in algebra. It requires as much effort to keep alive intellectually on
such a job as in the ordinary productive factory.
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Too often the boy in the manual training shop doe::. something
once; then his "creative impulse" .and the teacher's poli<~y drive
him into doing another thing once; then another; and so on. 'When
he leaves school and goes into industry or business, he wants to
follow this same method; but he can not do it. The factory is organized for production, and it does not want a worker to flit about
from one thing to another. For that matter, is there any place in
life where an individual can do that and make a living at it?
Doctor Cabot in his book, What Men Live By, analyzes the characteristics of a good job, and makes the point that more people are
irritated by too much variety in their work than are made discontented by too much monotony.
V. RELATIONS BETWEEN THE DEPARTMENTS OF ECONOMICS
AND SOCIOLOGY AND VOc;ATIONAL EDUCATION IN THE UNIVERSITY.
.

'

Mr. Griffith presented an outline of a phin of organization for an
industrifl,l or manufacturing establishment, with a view to suggesting the problems involved in providing needed facilities for vocational education. Management is by a board of directors, with the
usual executive officers. The seven departments, with divisions, are
as follows:
(1) Legal department; functional and territorial divisions; tru ining through
courses of instruction in law school and school of commerce.
(2) Accounting department; accounts, credits, and collections divisions;
training in school of commerce.
(3) Purchasing department; materials, construction, and supplies divisions;
training in school of commet·ce.
( 4) Manufacturing department; divisions of experiments, design, power,
tools, shop and production control; training in college of engineering.
(5) Traffic department; divisions of routes and rates; training in school of
commerce.
(6) Sales department; advertising, estimates; selling, and sales orders divisions ; training in school of c6mrnerce.
(7) Industrial relations department; divisions of employment, health and
safety, education and training, employee's service, research, economic relations; training in arts college and college of education.

The problem of coordinating the courses of insttuction offered in
the various colleges and departments of the · university is evidently
a very important one.
During the discussion reference was made to a number o£ experiments with trade tests in which the candidates who passed with the
highest ratings did not prove to be the most skilled or otherwise desirable employees.
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At tJ!e request of members of the conference the following list of
selected references on the subject of indust:dal relations and industrial engineering was prepared by Mr. Griffith and Mr. Mc~Gm1ey:
Gilbreth. Applied motion study. New York, Sturgis & Walton; 31 East
Twenty-seventh Street.
Knoeppel. Graphic production control. New York, N. Y., Industrial Management, 120 West Thirty-second Street.
- -. Installing efficiency methods. New York, N.Y., Engineering Magazine,
6 East Thirty-seventh Street.
Munson. Management of men. New York, Holt.
Tend and Metcalf. Personnel administration. · New York, l\IcGraw Hill, 370
Fifth Avenue.
United States Department of Labor, Washington, D. C. Training Bulletins 1,
4, 6, 13, 14, 24.
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.· Bureau of Commercial and Industrial
Relations. Bulletins.
0

VI. DEMANDS ON THE TEACHER OF MANUAL ARTS IN THE
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL.

Mr. Roberts presented an outline of the plan of work followed in
the 20 junior high schools of Cleveland, Ohio. Each of these schools
issues a school paper, some of which appear monthly, some semimonthly, and some weekly. The school paper is regarded as a most
important factor in coordinating the work of the manual arts department through the printing shop, and the remainder of the school
through the ~nglish department. They play a most important part
in the life of the school generally and in the promotion of school
spirit.
The success of the manual arts department in a junior high school
depends primarily on an efficient plan of organization and ability
to make the plan function.
In the discussion of plans of organization, three types or methods
of quantity production in the shops were set forth:
(1} A plan such a-s can be developed urider the old-time conditions
of the manual training shop, with no machinery and no special equipment or facilities.
(2) A plan based on .the opposite extreme. of conditions, affording
the maximum amount of special equipment and machinery, such a-s is
found in the most carefully equipped school shops; Some of the
shops in Cleveland junior high schools contain as mariy as eight
woodworking machines.
(3} A plan based on conditions intermediate between these, in
which jigs and hand processes are used to supplement one or two
machines.
0
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In summarizing the discussion,-Mr. Bennett r ecalled that the various speakers had emphasized the value of productive work in the
junior high school as a means of giving industr ial information. The
purpose of the junior high school, h owever, is not vocational. It may
be prevocational, perhaps, but it is surely educational in the broad
use of that term.
'
Productive work is only one factor of enrichment in the manual
arts instruction, and must not take the place of the proj ect work that
has proven effective in the past. The project ·or problem idea is just
as valuable now as it has ever been. Productive work probably
should not occupy more than half the time of the course and should
be carefully organized.
ORGANIZATION OF THE SHOP CLASS.

The plan of organization of the shop classes was presented in detail
by describing the activities of a class of 15 boys to which was assigned
the project of constructing 25 footstools for the home economics
department. The class was divided into several groups, with a foreman in charge of each group, the number of boys in the groups varying according . to individual abilities and the special · processes
assigned to each.
The instructor gives a general demonstration before the entire
class, and then starts the work on the project after giving preliminary
suggestions to the foremen.
Several kinds of printed forms are used f or controlling the work,
such as order blank, job order, thne slip, and the like. One boy
is assig~ed as clerk, to keep track of operations. The instructor acts
as general superintendent.
A careful analysis of operations is made, from which a definite
sequence is determined, routing of materials· arranged, and so on.
A "control chart" is 'placed on the wall, by means of which each
boy's work is definitely assigned, and the completion of each step
checked off.
TYPE OF TEACHER NEEDED.

It is not believed practicable to teach a variety of courses in metal
work, f or example, in the junior high school. W e are likely to get
better results by offering a course in general metal work, which might
include several types of household proj ect work, such as repairing
faucets; sharpening, adjusting, and r epairing lawn mowers; electric
bell wiring; projects involving some simple handwork at the bench;
various adjustments; replacements, and repairs about the automobile;
·
automobile-tire repairs and adjustments.
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The teacher needed for this kind of work is ·one who understands
the elements of a number of different trades from practical experience with them. vVe must find teachers who can do some of these
things and then see that they add to their equipment. There is great
need for more effective training of teachers while in the service.
Mr. Bennett called attention to the importance of the time element.
The average amount of time for manual-training shopwork is now
probably not over 2! hours per week. If the junior high school is
to increase this, say, up to 10 hours per week, it means greatly increased opportunities for properly qualified teachers.
Again, manual -training teachers must not only be able to hold
their own intellectually with other teachers in the school but they
must be specially qualified to take ·the leadership in boy activities.
The manual-training teacher must not only connect the school . with
the mechanical side of industry but also with the artistic side. liis
work must lead to better appreciation of artistic products. The
articles turned out of t he school shop must meet high standards in
the matter of skilled handiwork, substantial and correct construction,
adaptation to purpose; but they must also look well.
VII. PROGRESS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF PLANS FOR TRAINING
TEACHERS.

Doctor Myers presented an outline of the plans now being developed at the University of Michigan, dealing chiefly with the training
of industrial teachers and teachers of part-time classes.
(1) Some conditions affecting the development of plans.
(a) Michigan is an important industrial State with one large
city and several more cities of considerable size.
(b) The State has a compulsory part-time school law, applying to
cities having a population of 5,000 and over. The law applies to all
children from the time of leaving school (14 years of age or over)
up to 17 years of age, requiring attendance at school 8 hours per
week for as many weeks each year as the regular schools are in
session ( 40), und'er provisions of the same truancy law as that governing the regular schools.
(c) The State board for vocational education has delegated to the
university the special training of industrial teachers for the State of
Michigan.
·
(d) The University of Michigan has established a school of education, with vocational education as one of the departments, including industrial education , part-time education, commercial education,
but not agricultural education or home economics.
(e) There is splendid cooperation between the State department
of education and the university.
(2) Plans in operation at the present time. Courses given:
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At tlw university-:-
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(a) Introduction to vocational education.
(b) Social and economic background of vocational education .
.(c) Introduction to vocational guidance.
:(d) The compulsory part-time school.
:(e) Methods of teaching industrial subjects.
:<t) Problems in vocational educat~on.
:(g) Problems in vocational guidance.
(h) Opportunity for shop and drawing courses in the engineering college.

In Detroit- .
(a) Methods of teaching industrial mathematics and science. ·
(b) Methods of teaching electrical work.
(c) Methods of teaching mechanical drawing.
(d) Methods in foremanship training.
(e) Methods in teaching shopwork.
(f) The social and economic background of vocational education.
(g) The compulsory part-time school.
(h) Introduction to vocational guida.nce.
( i) A seminar course in vocational education.
in Other Oities(a) In Grand Rapids, Muskegon, Flint, Saginaw, and Lansing
a course in methods for shop teachers.
(b) In F lint a course for leaders of foremen's conferences.
(c) In several smaller cities a reading course conducted by
Supervisor K. G. Smith for teachers in part-time schools.
(d) Last year in Grand Rapids, Muskegon, Kalamazoo, and
Battle Creek a course on the part-time school. ·
In Surnmer S ession( a) Some of the same courses at the university as . during the
academic year.
(b) A short intensive course at the university for leaders of foremen's conferences.
(c) Courses in Detroit given two hours each day for four weeks
instead of one hour per day for eight weeks.
· (3) P lans for further development:
· (a) Summer experience in industry under supervision of a member of the teacher-training staff.
(.b) Extension of the reading courses already given by Supervisor Smith.
· (c) · One course each year given in the engineering college on
"The problem of training industrial employees."
(d) Occasional conferences by members of our staff with individual teachers in service.
(e) Institutes, or conferences, of groups of teachers engaged m
similar work ; for example, in teaching part-time classes.
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Up to the present time Michigan has not announced a formal twoyear or four-year curriculum in vocational education. Plans are now
under consideration for a four-year curriculum, which will include
representative courses in economics, sociology, industrial legislation,
and other subjects, in addition to the technical courses in vocational
education .
SUM1t-1ARY.

Summarizing the discussion at the close of the final session, Mr.
Bennett pointed out the major centers of thought in the deliberations
of the conference.
( 1) DISAPPOINTI NG FEATURES IN CURRENT DEVELOPME NTS.

The discussion has drawn attention to certain disappointments
and dangers in current tendencies in vocational education and vocati'onal guidance:
(a) All-day trade courses are not increasing. .
.
(b) E lementary industrial schools have · hardly begun to demonstrate their possibilities.
(c) Eighty per cent of industrial workers do not go far enough in
school to enter all-day trade courses.
(d) Many students who pursue all-day trade courses do not remain
in the trades for which they have been trained.
(e) Vocational guidance has not yet become effective in the way
·· intended or to the extent hoped for. Satisfactory means and methods
· for measuring ability have not yet developed.
(f) There seems to be very little essential difference in content
between courses given under Federal subsidy and those given w!thout such aid. (One speaker said that the only difference observable
in the agricultural courses is in the salaries of the teachers.)
(g) Lack of satisfactory articulation between Federally aided ana
nonaided courses and schools is a handicap to the educational program in many places.
(2) ENCOURAGING FEATURES.

To offset these discouraging features, the following encouragements
and hopes have been noted :
(a) R eal substantial progress h as been made in the education of
the worker wh o is already in industry.
(b) There is a desire for a more liberal interpretation· of the
Smith-Hughes law, especially in the cities with under 25,000 inhabitants, so that the elementary industrial school can become .effective
in connection with the high-school scheme of education.
(c) Further experiments should develop a more practical and
acceptable kind o:£ work in vocational guidance. Doubt should surr ound any plan for vocational guidance that assumes to decide for
the chi ld what he should decide for himself, or confines information
given to the child to indust.rial occupations, or fails to make opportunities for the child to get insight into the occupations of his own
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selec-t ion through some real expe~ience. Inforniation alone, given in
occupational classes, is an emergency measure, and alone will not do
the work of guidance adequately.
(3) AIMS AND PURPOSES OF MANUAL ARTS IN T:f{E· JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL.

The function and character of the manual arts' work in the junior
·high school and the preparation of teachers for such work have constituted a major problem of this conference. The following propositions have been ·brought forward:
(a) Enriched courses for pupils of this period are now possible
because more time and better equipments are becoming available.
(b) The prevocational motive should not be the only one; courses
should not aim ' wholly' or eve!l .chiefly? at t~aching the. metho~s of
large factory productiOn. Ind1v1dual craftsman methods are st1ll as
important as ever. Both should be employed.
(o) More kinds of industrial work should be given, metal work
as well as woodwork, and a larger variety of industrial processes and
materials should be ip.cluded, but without sacrifice of thoroughness
arid high ideals of workmanship.
(d) The methods of instruction must be such as to keep alive the
...creative impulse in handwork. There must be emotional satisfaction
in the work as well as intellectual. The element of design and beauty
must be present, and this is not inconsistent with teaching the methods
used in productive work.
(e) More broadly trained teachers must be secured for this instruction. The training colleges must produce .results from such material
as they can get, but should make an effort to get the best.
(f) The smaller cities and towns need the most help from the
training colleges. The large cities are in a better position to take
·
care of themselves.
·(g) Tea.chers of manual arts in junior high schools must know
productive processes.
Finally, as recommended by Dean Whitney, (a) manual arts and
vocational educators should not expect to accomplish tlieir purposes
immediately. They should be content to go slowly. And (b) they
should not isolate themselves; they should mix more with the socalled academic teachers; for, after all, education is and must continue to be a unit.
RESOLUTIONS ADOl'TED.

(1) Following the discussion of the elementary industrial school,
a committee was appointed to draft resolutions expressing the sense
of the conference. The committee later presented the following
report, which was adopted unanimously:
Whereas it was the original intent of the Smith-Hughes law to promote
industrial education in cities of less than 25,000 as well as in larger cities; and
Whereas the type of ali-day industrial schoQl described as n. general in!}ustrial
school in Bulletin 17 of the Federal Board for Vocational Education has de-
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velopPtl into not hing more than a u nit t rade sch ool with 11 s lig-h t decrease In
t ho? l"!'fJIIir·<'tl hou rs of instruction ; 11ntl
\\" ht•t·eal'; :-:twh n sl"llllol is u ot, in onr opin ion, the typ<' of sehool bt:>st su ited
to prom ote intlu st rial edueat ion in citi es of less thnn ::5,0ll0, nud is, i n most
c·ases. impo1'sillle of psta hl ishment in suc·h cities; nml
\\"hc•t·t•a s the ,.:upport of all enn11nunitiPs, hoth Iat"l!t> nut! sllla ll. is n ecPssary
f •1r tht! prnpf'r expa nsion ami support of a n inclustrinl education program :
'J 'h f' refnrt>, h<' it
Rc ..~olred. 'J'h;tt in oniPr to •levelop a t~·p e of industrial €'tlucntion in these
snt:tllc r d til:'s ><Uilt•tl to tlJeit· llecds a different interpretation of t he t erm
·• g<'Jil'rtll incln strial school " is needed nntl m ore latit ude in its organiza tion;
lllltl hl' it furtiH•r
N cso/rf'cl. That, in ou r opinion. th!' t!'rm " gen€'rnl ilulustrinl school ," as
Jlrovitled J'or in c·itil's of lc•ss than 25,000, shou lcl m ean a s('hool whose purpose
is to fit persons fo r IIS€'1'ul em p l o~·u ten t in the Jieltl of wood or metal working,
in )Wiutin~. in the h uil<l in.g trades, or in such other Yocatioual activities us
lcwal conditions wa r ntnl; nnd be it furth er
N cso/rrl/, 'J'hu t in our opiu ion snch a course s houh1 include ns a minim um 2!
h ours per thly or 12! hours Jl€'r week of shnp or tracle work, togeth€'r with at
l!'ast a J -hour pPrincl cleyotell to 1le tinitely r elated s ubjects in a se~regated class;
ru11l hp it fur t her
R c:.~ol rccl, 'J'ha t in ou r opi nion the teacher needed for a sch ool of this t ype is
!':IH:h nn one m; is 11ow r eqnired f or high-grade junior-high school or part-time
sdiOOI indn><t ria I work; and he it furti.Je1·
H csolr ccl, That in v iew of the impor tan ce of this field a ca reful study of the
<•XJl<'l"i<•n•·P nnd trai ning: n!'ecled hy such teachers shoul d be made.
~ulJmiltetl by the committee:
T. T. L JNDS"Y,
AU'nl Ull B. i\ lA YS,
E1.110N L. Usny,

G. R
K. U.

McL.\UG HLTN,

S~l!T H ,

Chairmcm.

(2) Upon motion it was voted to request this committee to make a
st.111ly oi' the proulems men tioned and to r eport at the 1922 conference.
(8) 1Tpo11 motion tlte chairma n of the conference was request ed to
<l e~i:rnate a memLer to make a study of curricula in th e teacher-training insti t utions for t he preparation of manual arts and industrial
teadH•rs, aml t<J report at th e 19:t2 con fe rence. L ater it was ann ounced thnt Prof. Albert F. Si epert, head of departmen t of manual
arts, Hra<lh•:v P olytechnic I nstitute, P eoria, I ll., had been selected for
this assignnwnt.
(4) The mt>:nbers present atlopted a resolution reg nesting the CommissionC'r of Etlucation to issue a call for a simi lar conference of men
fro m i nstitut i on~ in the :Mississippi Valley engaged in training
t each ers of the manual arts an1l industrial subj e<"ts, to be held some
time betm•t•n t he mi1lcHe of Non•mher nnd the middle of December ,
1022.
(:> ) In case sn c·lt a eonf(•rc•n("e is heW in J()2::l it is recommel1(led
tha t th e i111·itation of tht> tTnin•rsitv of \Y isronsin be accept ed and
the cullferenl:c ue c:dle(l to llteet in l\iadison, \V is.
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